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President’s Comment
Dear Valued Members and Readers,
The past two years have flown by quickly and my CorrISA
Presidency is almost to an end!
On the 12th September 2019 I will be handing over my
presidential chain to Gregory Combrink.
The past two years have been mainly aimed at SAQA
accreditation of our local courses. These were submitted to SAQA six months ago and
should be accredited by the time you read this.
We have officially become a Trade Association in Corrosion and we are finally recognised by
The Department of Trade & Industry.
CorrISA has become close reciprocal allies with The Hot Dip Galvanizers Association,
SASSDA and SAPMA and many more like minded associations.
CorrISA has a signed MOU to run SAQA approved SAPMA courses at our training facility in
Midrand.

Published on behalf of:
The Corrosion Institute of Southern Africa
38 Allan Road, Glen Austin, Midrand,
South Africa
PO Box 5656 Halfway House 1685
International Tel: +27 (0)10 224 0761
Local Tel: 0861 267772
www.corrosioninstitute.org.za
Hendrick Rasebopye
director@corrisa.org.za
Editor, Producer and Advert Sales
Terry Smith
Tel: 021 797 4735
Cell: 082 893 3911
Email: editor@corrisa.org.za

We are in the final stages of submitting our application to become a Professional Body and
would not be surprised if submission has taken place by the time you read this.

Chairman Western Cape
Graham Duk
Cell: 021 683 2100
Email: capeevents@corrisa.org.za

In July the incoming CorrISA President and our Director went to Ghana to launch The Ghana
Corrosion Institute and was met by much fanfare and press. We hope to work closely with
our new found friends.

Design and Layout
Sandra Addinall
Tel: 011 868 3408
Email: cbtdesign@adcot.co.za

I would like to thank all our admin staff for their devoted assistance over the past two years
and I would like to wish Liz Rathgens all the very best on her new found opportunity.
Please remember to book for this year’s annual Awards Dinner on the 25 October 2019
which promises to be something very special.
It is with great sadness that I report the sudden loss of a council member and Honorary
Secretary , Mr Mboneni Muravha. Mboneni and I had been colleagues earlier in his career
and had become friends due to his work on the executive of CorriSA.

Reproduction and Printing
Camera Press
Tel: 011 334 3815
Fax: 011 334 3912
Email: dtp@camerapress.co.za
DISCLAIMER
“Views expressed in articles, advertisements or
by the Editor are not necessarily the views of
CORRISA. Articles or extracts thereof may be
reproduced provided full acknowledgement
is given. Should you wish to contribute and/or
receive a regular copy of the magazine contact
the Editor or Corrosion Institute respectively.”

The future was bright for Mboneni who was to be nominated by incoming president Greg
Combrink as his Vice President. The corrosion industry has lost one of its rising stars and he
shall be sorely missed by all. May your soul rest in peace.
Yours Sincerely
Donovan Slade, President – Corrosion Institute of Southern Africa

OBJECTIVE OF THE MAGAZINE
“The objective of ‘Corrosion Exclusively’ is to highlight CORRISA activities, raise and debate corrosion related issues, including circumstances where inappropriate material and/
or coatings have been incorrectly specified, or have degraded due to excessive service
life. Furthermore, it shall ensure that appropriate materials or coatings, be they metallic
or otherwise, get equal exposure opportunity to the selected readers, provided these are
appropriate for the specified exposure conditions on hand.”
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Cover: A number of rusted and failed coating
components taken on our recent trip to the UK. Just
shows you, even lover’s experience rust?

EDITORIAL COMMENT

Fundamentals of
fusion-bonded
epoxy application

Editorial Comment
We apologise for the delay in producing Vol 5 Issue 2 of
Corrosion Exclusively. This was mainly due to an extended
and overdue UK trip that my wife and l enjoyed.
One would expect that corrosion control and regular
maintenance would be carried out far more regularly in
the UK than in SA but travelling around the perimeter
of this country proved that while rust is less frequent it
still occurs (see front cover). The Corrosion Institute of the UK, a sister organisation to
CorrISA exists primarily to prevent this happening much the same as CorrISA.

From JPCL, April 2018
By David A. Hunter and
Sean M. Browning, Pond & Company
(Acknowledged with thanks – Corrosion
Exclusively)

Currently South Africa is experiencing some huge challenges and while realistically
some of these challenges seem to be insurmountable, many believe differently. Over
the 30 years that l have been involved in corrosion control, many specifiers have
conceded that a comprehensive corrosion control specification is paramount to the
success of a project from a corrosion perspective. Unfortunately many only look at this
aspect after the project has been designed.

Photos courtesy of Consolidated Pipe & Supply Company, Inc.

Protective coatings for carbon steel are
well known as an economical method of
controlling corrosion versus the use of
alternative materials such as stainless steel.
At first glance, buried piping seems to have
a stable environment. One might assume
that coatings would not necessarily be
required, as they might be for atmospheric
environments, which are bombarded with
rain, snow (depending on location), fog,
ultraviolet light and significant temperature
differentials. Buried environments, however,
even in semi-arid climates, contain enough
moisture in the soil to conduct ionic current,
which completes the circuit for corrosion of
most metals.

It is for this reason that we invite consulting engineers, architects and specifiers
to attend our regular technical evenings both in Midrand and Cape Town where
interesting corrosion related topics are presented followed up with networking and
refreshments. We therefore include the second spotlight article featuring Deon van
Wieringen, a consulting engineer of Gibb who frequently attends the CorrISA technical
evenings in Cape Town. Deon discusses reasons why he feels the evenings are of value.
In this edition we include several articles addressing practical methods of corrosion
control, including:
• Fundamentals of fusion bonded epoxy applications by David Hunter and Sean
Browning.
• Water borne zinc silicate on bridges by Willie Mandeno.

One way to control buried corrosion is
to employ cathodic protection (CP), and
indeed, buried pipe corrosion can be
controlled with CP alone. The limitation of
using solely CP, however, is the amount of CP
required to protect the exposed surface area.
The greater the current requirements, the

• Crawling robot system for inspection by staff writer Ben DuBose of NACE
• Level crossing removal project by Peter Golding.
• What is mill scale by Dr Shiwei William Guan.

From the KETTLE, a regular contribution on hot dip galvanizing we discusses surface
condition F25 and F27 which includes appropriate and inappropriate methods of
repairing hot dip galvanized coatings.

Table courtesy of E. Bud Senkowski, JPCL, November 2015.

We include the ACA Melbourne Corrosion Conference in November.

Thickness Range, 1-Layer, mils

12 - 18

Thickness Range, 2-Layer, mils

20 - 60

Electrical Resistance Water
Penetration

Excellent

Resistance

Excellent

Heat Resistance

250 F

Solvent Resistance

Excellent

Impact Resistance

Good

Bendability

Good

Abrasion Resistance

Good

Cathodic Disbondment Resistance

Excellent

Finally, the RUST Spot features Eric Nicolay.

Mill Application

Yes

Should a reader wish to comment on any of the previously published articles or select a
specific subject for discussion in a future edition of the magazine, kindly contact me?

Field Application

Yes

Hendrick Rasebopye the Executive Director of CorrISA, presents his message.
Graham Duk the Western Cape chairmen gives an account of the Cape Region activities.
We report on CorrISA technical activities in both Gauteng and Cape Region, which
include talks by Derik le Grange, Rob White, Steve Holt, Janet Cotton, Rudelle van der
Merwe and Terry Smith.
Under Education we include NACE educational courses that took place during March,
April and May this year.
Other activities include World Corrosion Awareness Day; Petrochemical road shows; the
Objectives of CorrISO; Africa Energy Indaba; Fireside Chat and the annual Fishing Day.
We invite you to both the AGM and Annual Awards evening in Gauteng as well as the
Gala Dinner in Cape Town.

Terry Smith
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Table 1. Characteristics and limitations of
fusion-bonded epoxy.

TECHNICAL: CORROSION CONTROL
larger and more expansive the CP required,
meaning greater installation, maintenance
and monitoring costs which drives up
the cost of operating a pipeline. And for
pipelines carrying hazardous materials, the
requirements for maintaining the lines are
prescribed by federal law. Therefore, a costeffective design approach is to use coatings
in conjunction with cathodic protection to
protect the line.

Coating system selection
There are many types of appropriate
coating systems, such as two-component
liquid epoxies and urethanes, but single- or
two-layer fusion-bonded epoxy (FBE) is
most often used for buried steel pipelines
in the U.S. The durability of FBE in a buried
environment has been well proven. An
advantage of using FBE over liquid coating
applications is that the materials can be
applied in a highly controlled environment
at fairly high speed which tends to drive
down overall cost of application.
The coating process involves cleaning the
steel pipe surface with abrasive grit in a
centrifugal blasting cabinet to a required
cleanliness level of SSPC-SP 10/NACE No. 2,
“Near-White Blast Cleaning.” Either induction
or oven heating is used to heat the cleaned
pipe to approximately 350°F (124°C) to
480°F (170°C) before it is sent through an
electrostatic sprayed epoxy powder. The
powder melts, flows into a film and fuses on
contact to the heated pipe. The curing of
the film occurs within several minutes and
is followed by a water quench. The speed at
which the pipe is moving through the FBE
determines the coating thickness.
FBE can be mill-applied as a one- or twolayer pipeline coating. Single-layer FBE is
applied in the range of 12-to-16 mils (300
to 400µm). A dual-layer process can be
used where two consecutive FBE layers
are applied to the heated pipe. The inner
layer, at 12-to-16 mils (300 to 400µm) dry
film thickness (DFT) provides corrosion
protection to the steel pipe. While it is still
soft, a second or outer layer at 15-to-40
mils (375 to 1000µm) DFT is applied as an
additional barrier coat and provides abrasion
resistance (Table 1).
This article discusses the fundamental steps
of FBE application, some advantages and
disadvantages, and some basic inspection
criteria for a quality application.

The 1-2-3 of FBE
As the name implies, FBE is cured by
introduction to high temperature. An
advantage of FBE is that the coating has no

Figure 1: FBE powder application.

Warming Rack Prior to Centrifugal Blasting
Visual for trueness

Visual for dents, gouges

Post Abrasive Blasting Area
Visual inspection

Chloride testing

Profile testing

Pre-heat Before Entering Oven
Pipe continuity connection

Lamination removal

Post Oven Heating
Temperature checks

Wrap-ends

Post FBE Application
Visual inspection

Remove end wrapping

Temperature checks

Pre-Quenching Area
Temperature check

Visual inspection

Post Quenching Area
Temperature check

Visual inspection

Cool Down and Load Staging Area
Holiday testing

Dry film thickness
testing

End dressing

Visual inspection

Figure 2: Outline of the FBE process.
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hazardous solvents; it is cured by melting
dry powder until it forms a liquid which
flows out and cures, creating a coating that
is more consistent in thickness as compared
to a liquid-spray application. Additionally,
because the pipe is rotated during
application, the uniformity extends around
the pipe and to each pipe in a run, as long as
there is consistency in the process.
It is important to monitor drifts in speed
and temperature during surface prep and
application. Also, as abrasive is recycled
throughout the blasting process, abrasive
size becomes smaller resulting in a shallower
surface profile. Therefore knowing when
to replace abrasive media is of utmost
importance.

Figure 3: View of pipes in the laydown yard.

Figure 4: View of air-heating units to warm
pipes.

Figure 5: Pipe entering shot-blasting
machine.

Figure 6: Wheel-blasting machines lined up in
series.

Figure 8: Pipes entering the furnace.

Figure 9: Quenching area.

The steps, with minor variation, are based on
a manufacturer’s individualized process, but
in general are illustrated in Figure 2.
The process of FBE application is
straightforward. The pipe is first brought
indoors to impart a uniform temperature
across the pipe and to prevent variation in
pipe temperature once heated, as shown
in Figure 3. The surface of the pipe is then
prepared by abrasive blasting, which is a

Figure 7: Pipes after surface preparation with
pipe connectors attached.

About the authors
David Hunter is the senior project
manager for Coatings Services for Pond
& Company, Inc., a multi-discipline
engineering firm. He graduated from
Virginia Tech with a Bachelor of Science
degree in civil engineering and has
more than 20 years of experience in the
corrosion and coatings industry. Hunter is
certified as an SSPC Protective Coatings Specialist (PCS), an SSPC
Level-2 Coatings Inspector, a NACE Level-3 Coating Inspector,
a NACE Offshore Corrosion Assessment Technician, and is an
instructor for each of these programs.
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Sean M. Browning is a senior coatings
inspector for Pond & Company. He has
over 20 years of coatings inspection,
assessment, technical sales, specification
and failure analysis experience in the
oil and gas, power, pipeline and water
industries. Browning is a NACE Level-3
Coating Inspector with the Bridge
endorsement, as well as a NACE NIICAP Auditor. He is a member
of multiple NACE STG, TEG and TGC committees, as well as a
co-author and selection committee member for the new NACE R.
Baboian Field Award.
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Figure 10: Holiday testing.

Figure 11: Taking dry-film-thickness
measurements.

Figure 12: Loading pipes.

two-step process. First the pipe is blasted
with steel shot to remove mill scale and then
blasted with steel grit to create an angular
profile, which increases the surface area of
the substrate and promotes better adhesion
as shown in Figures 5 – 7.

is immediately followed by powder
application, as shown in Figure 1.

Summary

The pipe is then heated in an oven
running at 2 000°F (710°C) which at the
speed of throughput, heats the pipe
to approximately 450°F (160°C). This

FBE coatings can be applied in a

The temperature of the pipe causes the
powder to melt, flow out and then cure
into a continuous film. After exiting the
FBE application, the pipe is cooled using
water in a curtain effect as shown in Figure
9. The final steps include holiday testing,
inspection, repair and loading as shown in
Figures 10 – 12.

manufacturing process that provides a
consistent, durable coating for buried
application. As with any manufacturing
process, diligence in identifying flaws and
monitoring temperature, consistency of
surface preparation and application are
critical to the long-term performance of the
materials.

Volume 5 Issue 2 August 2019 l Corrosion Exclusively
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Water-borne inorganic zinc silicate:
Two New Zealand bridges

This paper was presented to the Corrosion & Prevention 2017 Conference in Sydney
By W L Mandeno, WSP Opus, New Zealand (Acknowledged with thanks – Corrosion Exclusively)
Introduction
In 2010, two new steel highway bridges[1]
were built for the New Zealand Transport
Agency (NZTA) where a high-build waterborne inorganic zinc silicate (WBIZS) was
used as the protective coating to meet
its requirements of an expected life of 40
years to first major maintenance painting
of the primary structural elements. On
the Matahorua Gorge Bridge on SH2 the
long-life coating has to date performed as
expected, but the same coating on the SH1
bridge over the Waikato River near Taupo,
suffered a premature failure and has since
been completely repainted in situ.
Matahorua Gorge Bridge

Figure 1: Matahorua Gorge Bridge (NZTA photo).

This is a 137m long 3 span ladder deck plate
girder bridge that crosses the Matahorua
River (Figure 1). This formed part of a
3.1km roading realignment project 52km
North of Napier, where the 420 tonne of
steel work was fabricated and coated. The
coating system specified was what is now
designated as “IZS3” in AS/NZS 2312.1[2],
i.e. 125 microns of water-borne inorganic
zinc silicate applied over an abrasive
blast cleaned surface to Sa 2½ cleanliness
standard.
Waikato River Bridge (WRB)
This is a 149m long network arch bridge with
a central 100m span across the Waikato River
(Figure 2) approximately 1km upstream from
the Wairakei Geothermal Power Station.
This, together with an adjacent 444m long
steel ladder bridge across the geothermal
steam pipes (Figures 3 and 4), formed part of
the East Taupo Arterial roading project that
allowed SH1 to bypass the Taupo CBD. As
part of a design/build contract, in 2008 both
bridges were tendered to be coated with
arc sprayed aluminium spray, the system
designated as “TSA225S” in AS/NZS 2312[3].
While this was used on the bridge over the
steam pipes (that release H2S containing
bleed water), the protective coating system
for the WRB steelwork was amended in

8

Figure 2: Waikato River Bridge (NZTA photo).

January 2009 during the design process

Site atmospheric corrosivity

to the lower cost solvent-borne high build

Matahorua Gorge Bridge

ethyl zinc silicate system designated as

This bridge is located 8.5km from Hawke Bay
on New Zealand’s east coast which is not
subject to strong onshore winds from the
Pacific Ocean so has been assessed as having
an atmospheric corrosivity category (ACC) of
its macroclimate of C2 as defined in Table 2.1
of AS/NZS 2312.1 (and formerly as “B: Low”).

IZS4 (and in 2013 used on the plate girders
of the 142m Horotiu Bridge and 150m
Kaituna River Bridge, also both part of new
NZ highway projects). However, following
discussion with the coating supplier, this
was later changed to the water-borne
IZS3 system that was applied beginning

Waikato River Bridge

in October 2009, with a red vinyl topcoat

The bridge site is near the centre of the
North Island of NZ and within an active

applied onto the bowstring arch chords.
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geothermal zone. During the failure
investigation a short-term site-specific
assessment of the ACC was carried out,
which was reported as finding that the firstyear corrosion rate of steel at the bridge site
was 4.5 microns/year. This is less than that
reported by BRANZ[4] for the Wairakei Power
Station village at 20.4 microns/year, but is
still within the same C2 ACC range.

ventilation during spring and summer in
2009, then delivered to site where it was
stored outdoors waiting for erection (Figures
5 and 6). Within a year of erection, blisters
and spot rusting was observed on the below
deck steelwork, which progressively became
more severe and more widespread (Figures
7 to 14).

Inorganic zinc silicate (IZS) coatings
Application
Matahorua Gorge Bridge
The Napier based applicator advised that
application was carried out during the
autumn and winter of 2010, and that:
“the process we used for applying for the bulk
of the time was in two coats. However, the first
one was aimed at 40 – 50µm DFT (but in reality
we were achieving 60 – 70µm) and the second
being a further 75 – 85µm (and in reality we
were getting 80 – 100µm). This approach was
to have the first coat cure more fully before
applying the second.
I do remember really struggling when the
humidity was high and temperatures cold (as it
was mostly done in winter) to get a cure on the
first coat and we had big fans trying to get air
movement over them, even then it was taking
up to 3 days to cure before we could apply the
next coat.
Also had one beam that was delivered to us
at 4pm and had to be on a truck at 6am the
next day, which was very cold and wet. We
had to try a single coat application which had
an average of about 200µm but was touch
dry when it went out. The following day it was
raining and by the time they had driven to site
the zinc had been completely washed off the
beam”.
Following a recent inspection, the WBIZS
coating was reported to still be in excellent
condition.
Waikato River Bridge
The New Plymouth based applicator was
using the same brand of the WBIZS (and
reportedly some from the same batch) as
was later applied to the Matahorua bridge
steelwork. However, a different application
procedure was used where the author was
advised that a heavy first coat of 75 – 100µm
DFT was applied and, after initial cure was
achieved, this was followed by a lower
build second coat with 20% water added.
Coating was applied indoors without added

The excellent long-term durability of single
coat inorganic zinc systems has been well
documented, e.g. by Munger[5] Szokolik[6],
and Devanney[7]. Their chemistry is discussed
in detail in several papers included in the
ACA publication[8] edited by Dr Rob Francis.
Potential problems with the water-borne
version were described by Hemmings et
al[9] in a paper to the 2001 ACA Conference
which has been included in the second
edition (2013) of the ACA publication.
The following is an edited extract from
an internal Opus report on the premature
failure prepared by the author in 2012 which
hypothesised failure was due to lack of cure
before exposure to moisture and discussed

WBIZS and the other types of inorganic zinc
silicate (IZS) coatings.
There are six types of IZS listed in AS/NZS
3750.15 which include the original heat-cured
(Type 1) a later chemical-cured (Type 2) and
weld-thru pre-primer (Type 5). The most
common type applied in NZ is the solventborne (Type 4) which is used both as a primer
for high performance multi-coat systems in
atmospheric exposure or as a ‘stand-alone’
coating (IZS1 in AS/NZS 2312) for structural
steelwork in moderate environments or lining
fuel storage tanks.
The remaining two are the conventional water
borne (Type 3) and a “high-ratio” version (Type
6) developed by NASA for their coating rocket
launch facilities at Cape Canaveral in Florida.
The Type 6 builds more thickly without mud
cracking (a minimum of 200 microns in AS/NZS
3750.15) and cures more quickly than the Type
3 version, but is more expensive to make and
more difficult to apply. It was the basis of the
IZS3 system in AS/NZS 2312 which also allows
a multi-coat system of Type 3 (Referred to as
Paint Reference Nos. C01b and C01c in this
Standard).

Corrosioneering : a blend of cost effective corrosion protection and engineering

Corrocoat has been providing
cost effective corrosion
prevention and control methods
and materials for over 35 years
and enjoys a proven track record
in solving corrosion-related
problems throughout industry,
operating across five continents
from more than 47 locations
worldwide.
Services include:
• Pipe linings, including small bore and
long lengths
• Tank linings, including high
temperature and aggressive media
• Fluoro-polymer and rubber linings
• Concrete protection and acid proofing
• Chemical-, abrasion- and cavitation
resistant linings and coatings
• Food grade linings and coatings
• Pump and valve refurbishment
• Fabrication of large bore butterfly
valves
• Salt test kits and Chlor*Rid metallic
salt remover
MORE THAN YOU THINK
BETTER THAN YOU IMAGINE
Johannesburg: Tel: +27 (0)11 845 4247 Cape Town: Tel: +27 (0)21 945 2416
Durban Head Office and Accounts: Tel: +27 (0)31 465 2024
Website: www.corrocoat.com
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One of the main problems with Type 3 IZS is
that it needs to release the water used as its
solvent before the silicate film will begin to
cure and develop its strong adhesive, abrasion
and corrosion resistant properties. This

However, in cooler calm conditions, e.g. 60
degF (15degC), the maximum allowable RH
drops to 36%. Munger also says (pg. 157) about
WBIZS that “these materials are not effective
under cold, highly humid conditions”.

happens very slowly in cold, or humid and/
or calm conditions, which is why the solvent
borne type is usually preferred. Historically the
water-borne Type 3 has rarely been used in NZ
outside Central Otago, where the average RH is
too low to cure the solvent-borne Type 4 IZS.
CG Munger was a paint chemist involved
with Ameron’s development of self-curing
zinc silicates, and was regarded as ’the
authority’ on zinc silicates. His book ‘Corrosion
Prevention by Protective Coatings’[10], in
Table 6.7 gives the arbitrary but safe minimum
evaporation rate of 0.02lb/sqft/hr to achieve
satisfactory film formation of WBIZS. This
means that in calm conditions and if the steel
temperature is 90degF (32degC), the RH must
be <76%. At this RH the surface temperature
can be lowered to 60degF (15.6degC) if there
is air movement above 5 miles/hr (2.3m/s).

Excessive humidity or condensation on the
surface during curing can interfere with the
cure.”
The data sheet also gave special Instructions
concerning cure which stated:

However, if conditions are right, according
to Szokolik, WBIZS give slightly better
performance under accelerated testing than
SBIZS, probably due to their higher zinc
content, and Type 6 IZS have been successfully
used by Esso as stand-alone and selfrecoatable maintenance coatings on offshore
gas platforms in the Bass Strait.
A formerly well-known problem with IZS is
their risk of premature failure if put into service
before they have fully cured. This was noted on
the product data sheet for the Type 3 WBISZ
coating used on the Waikato River Bridge,
which states under Curing Schedule:
“Higher film thickness, insufficient
ventilation, high humidity, or cooler
temperatures will require longer cure
times and could result in premature failure.

“Like all water-based inorganic zinc primers
trace amounts of alkalinity may remain
within its film after cure. This alkaline residue
can be detrimental to coating integrity when
water is allowed to puddle on its surface...
Trace amounts of alkaline residue may
concentrate in a drying puddle and result
in high pH values that dissolve the coating
film.”
In the ACA’s publication of collected papers
on IZS[8] there are many references to the
unreliability of attaining water insolubility and
problems with early exposure to rain which
leach the unpolymerised alkali silicates out of
the film. Munger also states (pg143):
“Although initial drying is important,
rewetting by dew condensation or rain

Figure 3: TSA coated ladder bridge over steam pipes.

Figure 4: Ladder bridge with power station in distance.

Figure 5: WRB main beams on site (December 2009).

Figure 6: WRB secondary steelwork stacked on site.

10
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Figure 7: Freckle rust and blisters on web
(August 2011).

Figure 8: ‘Tide’ marks on web and top flange
(January 2012).

Figure 9: Rust on top flange only
(January 2012).

Figure 10: Breakdown on both surfaces
(January 2012).

Figure 11: Bottom flange of I-beam
(December 2013).

Figure 12: Close up of Figure 11.

before sufficient insolubilization of the

noted that WBIZS can develop an apparent

binder can also be detrimental to the

surface cure which may allow the coating to

coating. Spot water condensation on the

pass the water-rub cure test specified in AS/

carried out by several other independent
coating consultants over the following two
years. Most noted that:

coating can result in spot discoloration.

NZS 3750.15. Szokolik recommends that prior

General condensation on the coating

to carrying out the test, the film should be fully

surface with rundown can result in binder

saturated by the application of a wet cloth or

leaching and subsequent powdery coating.

sponge for 5 – 10 minutes.

Rain can also result in washing and removal
of the coating. The amount of damage to

It would appear that this knowledge

the coating is dependent on the degree of

acquired in last century, regarding the

insolubilization attained when water contact

risk of a false positive to the cure test and

occurs, the amount of water, and the contact

formation of strongly alkaline residues in

time.”

retained moisture, was not known or had

- the failure locations were apparently
randomly distributed, occurring on
different faces of the steel members;
- the vinyl coated WBIZS on the above deck
steelwork was in excellent condition, apart
from chalking of the red surfaces;
- failures did not correlate well with
variations in coating thickness;

been forgotten during application of WBIZS
This suggests that application in multi-coats,

to the WRB steel work. The consequences of

where the second coat was thinned with an

this are illustrated in the following photos.

addition of 20% extra water (as recommended

- the dry film thicknesses complied with the
specification;

by the manufacturer), has a high-risk potential

Failure investigations

for undercuring if the first coat had not fully

Following the first signs of premature failure

cured. Szokolik, Hemmings and others have

appearing on the WRB, investigations were

- much of the coating was still in good
condition having a cohesive strength of
>6 MPa;
- failure was generally assumed to be
due H2S gas from the geothermal
environment causing low pH condensate
on steelwork during river fog conditions
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Figure 13: General view under deck
(December 2013).

Figure 14: General view under deck
(February 2015).

Figure 15: WRB during river fog conditions
(July 2012).

forming hydrogen gas and zincate ions that
depassivate the steel which forms ferrate
ions that are oxidised to form rust under the
blisters.

Remediation

Figure 16: Unaffected galvanized bolts, pipe and grating on WRB beside failed WBIZS on PFC section
(February 2015).

(Figure 15). This despite observing that

He had investigated a similar failure pattern

uncoated galvanizing was still in pristine

of WBIZS on steelwork under an Australian

condition (Figure 16) and that corrosion

wharf in 2002. He concluded that failure was

was originating from under intact coating;

most likely due to localised alkaline attack

- IZS was therefore generally claimed to be
an unsuitable system for this environment.

resulting from early exposure to moisture

In early 2016, and at their cost, the
application sub-contractor for the WRB
removed all the rust and weakly adherent
coating by dry abrasive blasting within
containment (Figures 17 and 18), after
pressure washing at 3 500 psi and then
sweep blasting all below deck steel surfaces.
Both bare steel areas (~20% of the surface)
and remaining WBIZS were primed with 75
microns of an epoxy zinc. All primed steel
work was stripe coated, then fully coated
with 125 microns of a high build epoxymastic and finished with 125 microns a
high build polyurethane to give a system of
equivalent durability to that designated as
“PUR5” in AS/NZS 2312.1.

that had allowed re-dissolution, then
concentration, of alkali-metal hydroxides

Conclusion

One consultant differed from the consensus

at the steel/coating interface. Under high

and agreed with the author’s hypothesis.

pH conditions, zinc can generate blister-

The Matahorua Gorge Bridge shows that
WBIZS can be successfully applied in NZ

Figure 17: Repainting inside containment (January 2016).
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to provide long durability. However, the
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Melbourne to host Corrosion and Prevention 2019
This article originally appeared in Corrosion & Materials Vol. 43 No. 4 November 2018
The Australasian Corrosion Association (ACA) will host the

35 years. The ACA’s premier dedicated lecture marks Percival

industry leading, Corrosion and Prevention 2019 (C&P 2019)

Faraday Thompson’s contribution by emulating the academic

conference on 24 – 27 November at the Crown Promenade

and technical qualities for which he was known.

in Melbourne, Australia. This annual conference and trade
exhibition will bring together leading researchers and industry

In addition to the technical program, the conference exhibition

practitioners who combat corrosion on a daily basis.

will be an integral part of the activities. It provides an
opportunity for delegates to experience the latest products and

C&P 2019 will showcase the latest techniques and technologies

services relating to corrosion mitigation.

to help mitigate corrosion. It has been estimated that industries
and governments spend billions of dollars every year on

C&P 2019 will appeal to a wide range of industries including;

corrosion mitigation and repair, making it vital that the latest

building and construction, cultural and historical materials

technologies and practices are applied to managing this threat.

preservation, defence, education and research, food processing,
government, marine transportation and infrastructure, mining

Diverse technical streams will showcase the latest

and resources, oil and gas, power generation and energy

developments in corrosion, ranging from fundamental

systems and water and wastewater treatment.

corrosion science to hands-on application. Topics covered
will include concrete corrosion and repair, steel corrosion,

As always, C&P 2019 will provide the premier venue for

water infrastructure, cathodic protection of pipelines, asset

networking opportunities for delegates to network with

management, high-temperature corrosion, non-ferrous metal

colleagues and peers. Building on their well-established

corrosion and microbiologically influenced corrosion.

reputation, the social functions including the Welcome Function
and Exhibition, ACA Awards Dinner and Farewell Function will

This year’s P F Thompson lecture will be delivered by Willie

not disappoint.

Mandeno, Principal Engineer Materials, WSP Opus. Willie is an
ACA life member and has specialised in the specification of

For further information, please visit: https://conference.

engineering materials and protective coatings for more than

corrosion.com.au/
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Crawling robot system to detect corrosion under
insulation
Photos and images courtesy of Quasset.

Global oil and gas operator Shell (The Hague, The Netherlands)
recently contracted robotics inspection consultant Quasset
(Hilversum, The Netherlands) to assess the capabilities of a new,
vacuum-powered robotic device to traverse surfaces and potentially
detect corrosion under insulation (CUI) in a petrochemical plant
environment.
Evaluations were carried out inside test chambers at the consultant’s
headquarters, with the robot placed on structures designed to
replicate tanks found at a petrochemical plant. Tests were carried
out in close collaboration with the robotics technology provider and
operator, thus allowing for immediate feedback on any challenges
encountered.

Information is sent back to the operating station, including details on
the speed and vacuum pressure. For example, the consultant’s report
says the vacuum pressure often varies when encountering surface
irregularities, and sending the data to the station allows the operator
to manage such variables.
The robot is controlled by a remote control designed to resemble
a gaming device, making it intuitive to use. Power to the robot and

The consultant was hired to evaluate the robot’s ability to climb on
and potentially provide substrate inspections beneath claddings of
aluminum, stainless steel (SS), galvanized steel, and even corrugated
surfaces, says Sam Maggio, president of International Climbing
Machines (ICM) (Ithaca, New York, USA), which developed the
robot. “The inspections would primarily be performed on insulated
tanks and piping, but what they evaluated for and how the robot
performed could apply to many applications and many markets
worldwide.”
The robotic climber has already been deployed for inspection
activities on dams, water towers, windmills, and aircraft, according
to ICM. However, the robot is seen as particularly useful for CUI
inspections in oil and gas facilities – where insulation is required
to protect workers, retain process temperatures, and control
condensation, yet often hinders the ability to visibly monitor
external surfaces for signs of corrosion. In petrochemical plants,
where potentially hazardous chemicals are stored, the use of robotic
devices can also prevent workers from having to enter the area at all,
or attempting to navigate the various contours and angles.

With an attached camera, the robot travels over a lap joint in the testing
chamber. The chamber was designed with structures similar to those
found at a petrochemical plant.

For the evaluations in this study, the robot was equipped with various
nondestructive testing (NDT) tools attached to it, such as a cylindrical
transducer and an analog-to-digital data acquisition board.

Robot features
The ICM Climber† solution is described as a crawling robotic
platform that relies on a flexible rolling seal around a vacuum
chamber. The robot, which secures suction through a ventilator
system, was developed to climb and adhere to any hard surfaces
such as concrete, brick, and metals while overcoming any surface
irregularities.
Weighing 45lb (20kg), the tethered robot is operated remotely and
includes a camera system that feeds real-time information to the
operating station. Although it is preferable for the robot to remain in
sight of the operator, the camera system does allow for the robot to
perform when out of the operator’s visual range.
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The control station and accessories used to operate the crawling robot.
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vacuum parameters can be modified from the remote control,
while the speed of the robot’s drive can be either manually set or
automated with a cruising speed.
The robot can also be used in tandem with a fall arrester system,
designed to catch the robot and prevent it from falling if it
loses traction or power. While the robot does not require the
fall protection system to function, it can help prevent potential
damage. Fall protection equipment is connected to the control
station via a tether cable, which allows the fall arrester to react
to the robot’s movements – either by spooling the cable when
manually driving the motor, or engaging a lock when a sudden
drop in vacuum pressure is detected.

Successful testing outcomes
According to the report, the climber showcased good mobility
when climbing on the outside of a testing chamber and on each
of its aluminum, SS, and galvanized steel substrates. Designed
to simulate a closed vertical tank at a petrochemical plant,
each side of the chamber and its “dome” top is constructed of a
different metal substrate for testing purposes.
“The robot was able to move horizontally, vertically, and
diagonally along the cylindrical shape of the vessel body, as well
as on the top dome and the bottom cone,” the consultant writes
in its report.1 “The robot also has the ability to be very precise in
its movements; it could steer near edges, along seams, and avoid
obstacles like nozzles and the manhole that were left exposed.”
The robot utilizes two types of tracks to form a seal around the
vacuum chamber. Standard flat tracks over the robot’s wheels are
used to navigate flat and smooth surfaces, while rubber ‘flappy’
tracks with ridges for additional traction are used to handle
concrete or dirty surfaces. Dirty surfaces were replicated in the
chamber by covering a galvanized steel test plate with sand,
dirt, snow, and oil – but despite these elements, the climber still
adhered by forming a vacuum seal and performed scanning
patterns on the plate.
One problem arose on the test chamber in an area where two
segments of metallic cladding had not been fixed together.
When the robot traversed this, it pulled the two segments
of cladding apart and created an air gap – making a larger
separation between the metal sheets and breaking the vacuum’s
seal. The problem was resolved by turning down the suction
force of the robot when clearing the seam.
“The ability to fine tune the speed and suction force of the robot
means the robot is able to transition from one part of the vessel
to the next,” the report states. “This was exemplified by the robot
driving up the [SS] façade, transitioning through a multitude of
seams and bolts onto the top dome, and driving back down on
the other side of the vesse – the galvanized steel façade.”
While SS was the most slippery surface, it did not hinder the
robotic climber from forming a vacuum seal and moving freely.
The climber also showed an ability to overcome surface defects,
such as dents and holes. To simulate the robot’s ability to adhere
to surfaces while adding even more NDT equipment to it, 11lb
Volume 5 Issue 2 August 2019 l Corrosion Exclusively
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Left: The view from the camera. Right: The camera attached to the front of the robot.

(5kg) weights were stacked to the back of the robot to test whether
the vacuum force would allow for extra loads.
“The robot was able to adhere and move on the pressure vessel
body without hindrance, illustrated by its ability to perform scanning
patterns vertically on the pressure vessel body without hindrance,”
the report notes when explaining the added weight testing. “Some
caution was exercised by the robot operator when performing a turn
to perform horizontal scanning patterns on the vessel body. However,
once the robot was lined up in the right direction, it could also carry
the extra weight to its side.”

Areas for further improvement
The various trials were not without pitfalls. For example, while the
robot could transition from the cylinder of the chamber to the dome
shape at the top, it was not able to transition over sharp edges at the
bottom – since this broke the vacuum seal.

Some problems were encountered when the robot attempted to navigate
corrugated surfaces.

Separately, the robot also struggled with the corrugated test plate, as
the robot was only able to move and adhere perpendicularly to the
corrugation.

against explosive atmospheres – could serve as a first step to review
the robotic system and recommended safety improvements,” the
report says.

“The seal of the vacuum broke at a 30 degree angle to the
corrugation, and this could not perform any turns and very limited
scanning patterns,” the report states. “As suggested by the robot
operator, one possible way of maintaining a vacuum seal at all angles
would be to install the flappy tracks on all sides of the vacuum
chamber: front, back, left, and right. Although this would entail a few
design changes, it would allow the climber to navigate corrugated
surfaces in all directions.”

In closing, the consultant says the climber has a “high level of
technology readiness,” but adds that the technology developer could
explore some minor hardware or design changes to work toward a
more complete solution for CUI detection. The consultant says the
system could also benefit from further testing and strengthened
partnerships to work toward commercialization.

The consultant also noted that since the robot ensures suction
through its ventilator system, there could be a risk that the ventilator
sucks unwanted or dangerous liquids and gases into the robot,
depending on the inspection environment. Based on this and other
reasons, the consultant is urging the technology provider to develop
a written safety standard.
“Having the robot independently reviewed for safety by an entity with
ATEX expertise – ATEX is a European Union directive for protection
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† Trade name.
Source: Quasset, www.quasset.com.

Reference
1 “ICM Climber Capability Assessment for Detection of Corrosion
Under Insulation (CUI) in the Petrochemical Industry,” Quasset B.V.
Project Report, May 2018.
Corrosion Exclusively wishes to thank MP Staff Writer Ben DuBose of
NACE for this contribution.
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Level Crossing Removal Project wins 2018
Galvanized Project of the Year Award
The Galvanizers Association of Australia
(GAA) is pleased to announce that the
2018 Galvanized Project of the Year Award
was won by the Level Crossing Removal
Project (Carnegie, Clayton, Hughesdale,
Murrumbeena and Noble Park), entered by
van der Meer Consulting.
Presented in late December at the
Australian Steel Institute’s annual awards
ceremony, the Galvanized Project of the
Year Award recognises high standards
of design, fabrication, construction and
corrosion protection achieved when hot dip
galvanizing features as a key component of
a project.
The finalists included: Baldivis South
Secondary School by Parry and Rosenthal
Architects and BPA Engineering; Coopers
Malting Facility by Ahrens Group; and Mars
Stadium by Plinius Engineering.

From left to right: Peter Golding (CEO, Galvanizers Association of Australia), Brian Cardelli
(Associate – Structural, van Der Meer Consulting) and Andres Viveros (Project Manager Detailing,
van Der Meer Consulting) at the awards ceremony.

Project overview
The Level Crossing Removal Authority
(LXRA) is removing 50 dangerous and
congested level crossings across Melbourne.
The Caulfield to Dandenong package of
works will see nine level crossings removed
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along the Caulfield to Pakenham rail
corridor, as well as the upgrade of power
and signalling. The $1.6 billion project also
includes five new stations at Carnegie,
Murrumbeena, Hughesdale, Clayton and
Noble Park.
The innovative design featured in the
package of works centres on three sections
of modern elevated rail, which will create
22.5 hectares – the equivalent of 11 MCGs
– of community open space. Together with
the 65 new High-Capacity Metro Trains on
order, the project will create space for 11
000 extra passengers to catch the train on
Melbourne’s busiest rail line.

Engineering Innovation
The project scope encompassed five main
canopies (one for each of the new train
stations) and 34 auxiliary buildings, which
saw van Meer Consulting undertake the
detailed fabrication of over 2 200 tonnes
of steel, and the processing of over 50 000
drawings.
The focus of each station was its main
canopy, which took the form of an inverted
horseshoe shape that was curved in both
directions for a length of 100 metres and a
width of 22 metres. Each canopy was then
mounted on the train track viaducts.

The use of galvanizing
Both the architectural and engineering
consultants specified a range of corrosion
resistance systems for the main canopies
at each of the five stations. van der Meer
Consulting took into consideration
corrosion resistance requirements before
proceeding with galvanizing for the main
canopies.
Galvanizing was selected for maximum
corrosion resistance and long-term
protection. It delivered a protective coating
manufactured to last for the life of the
canopies. In comparison, ‘paint over steel’
offered a shorter life span, which would
have contributed to additional costs in
scheduled maintenance to retain corrosion
protection.
Over the course of approximately six
months, GAA member GB Galvanizing
Services undertook the galvanizing of
all members for the five main canopies.
According to Vince Gucciardo (Operations
Manager, GB Galvanizing Service),
“Galvanizing was a perfect solution for this
project because everything was delivered
on a ‘just in time’ construction schedule. We
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had the galvanized members on-site with
24 or 48 hours.”
“The project was an interesting one to work
on – it featured single sections that were
quite long and unusually shaped.
There were even some nodes that were
three-dimensional short pieces that – given
their unique shape – took some time to

determine how to hang them on head-

service the galvanizing needs of both local

frames,” said Gucciardo.

and interstate customers with ease.

GB Galvanizing operates two of the most

Structural steel detailing

modern galvanizing facilities in Australia,
located at Bayswater and Dandenong in

At all times throughout the structural steel
detailing process, van der Meer Consulting

Victoria. A workforce of over 200 employees,

collaborated with the fabricators and

24-hour operations and a fleet of 15 semi-

design consultants to provide fabrication

trailers ensures that GB Galvanizing can

drawings and reports that ensured a smooth
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As the main canopies were constructed
from pre-assembled modules off-site,
they all required temporary propping. All
propping locations were pre-determined
to ensure that each module could be
installed safely and successfully in the
tight time-frames available to the site
crews.

Project Team
• Architect: COX Architecture
• Structural Engineer: Aurecon and WSP
• Head Building Contractor: Lendlease and
fabrication process and, in turn, seamless
erection.
All disciplines collaborated in a central
cloud-based BIM structure operating on
Autodesk’s GLUE360 platform.
Due to the complexity of some of the
structures involved, van der Meer Consulting
was provided with the architectural,
engineering and fabrication models as a

20

reference for use in 3D CAD modelling. These
highly detailed, accurate and comprehensive
3D CAD models proved invaluable – they
enabled the design consultants to efficiently
review and give feedback to insure their
design intent was carried through to the
fabrication stage.
van der Meer Consulting was also
commissioned to detail the temporary
support structures for the main canopies.
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CPB Contractors
• Steel Fabricator: GVP Fabrications and
Best Fab
• Steel Detailer: van der Meer Consulting
• Galvanizer: GB Galvanizing Service
Corrosion Exclusively wishes to thank
Peter Golding of Galvanizers Association of
Australia for this contribution.
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Mill scale, rust and coating 101
By Shiwei William Guan (Corrosion Exclusively wishes to thank Dr Shiwei William Guan for this article)
Over the past many years working in the
industry, I often heard or saw many times
those sales and marketing advertisements or
claims about “non-blast” coating technology,
rust converter coatings, surface-tolerant
coatings, etc. They bring questions if not
confusions to the industry: What is mill
scale? What is rust? What are rust converter
coatings and surface tolerant coatings?
Can one eliminate the need of removing
mill scale from steel works prior to coating?
Could the “new” technologies provide a long
term corrosion protection? As a corrosion
professional and a coating formulating
chemist, I feel that I have the obligation to
write this note – Mill Scale, Rust, and Coating
101.
Mill scale is the flaky surface of hot worked
steel and is one of the wastes generated in
steel plants, representing around 2% of the
produced steel. Mill Scale is found on all
hot-rolled steel products unless processed
in a protective inert atmosphere. It is
formed by the oxidation of the steel surface
during reheating, conditioning, hot rolling,
and hot forming operations. “At elevated
temperatures, FeO constitutes about 85% of
the scale thickness, Fe3O4 about 10 to 15%
and Fe2O3 about 0.5 to 2%. During slow
cooling [below 1040 F] of hot-rolled coils of
hot-rolled strip [and heavy shapes], most of
the FeO is transformed to Fe and Fe3O4, and
the latter oxide is predominant after cooling”
(The Making, Shaping and Treating of Steel,
10th Edn. p. 1083 (1985). ISBN 0930767004).
As a result, mill scale consists primarily of
magnetite, Fe3O4, of characteristic blue-gray
“steely” color. An extremely thin outer film
of hematite, Fe2O3, is invisible to the naked
eye. The inner portion of the magnetite
contains fine metal grains and residual
ferrous oxide as wüstite, FeO, typically black
colored.
In the rolled product coming out of the
rolling mill, mill scale is usually less than
1mm thick and initially adheres to the steel
surface. It could therefore protect the steel
from atmospheric corrosion for a short
time. However, this temporary protection
does not last long and mill scale has to be
removed prior to any real protective coating
application for the following two reasons:

Firstly, mill scale is not uniform as a
continuous layer, nor is it well adhered to the
steel section. Under a close visual evaluation,
mill scale appears as a brittle layer made
up of small powder particles and chips. As
a result, mill scale is thus a boon for a while
until its scale breaks due to handling of the
steel product or due to any other mechanical
reason. Any paint or protective coating
applied over mill scale is wasted, since the
paint/coating will come off with the mill
scale as moisture-laden air gets under it and
when the mill scale breaks off the steel.

case steel) will corrode (oxidize or rust)
at the expense of the less reactive metal
(mill scale). Because mill scale is electrochemically cathodic to steel, any break in
the mill scale causes accelerated corrosion
of steel exposed at the break. Therefore,
coating over a steel without the mill scale
removed, however tempting, is a futile
exercise, as the presence of mill scale on
the steel accelerates the corrosion of the
underlying steel.
All mill scale needs to be removed to

Secondly and most importantly, mill scale
is less reactive (more noble) than the
steel underneath, and consistent with the
behavior of two dissimilar metals when in
contact, the more reactive metal (in this

present a uniform and clean surface of the
substrate steel for any application of any
coating on the steel. Removal of mill scale is
virtually impossible by hand. It is extremely
tedious and time consuming using power

About the author
Shiwei William Guan has more than 25 years of experience
in polymeric coatings and films. He is currently Vice President
of Global Innovations of CGT, one of the world’s leading
producers of polymer coated fabrics, polymeric films, and
high tech composites for automotive interior coverstock
and industrial applications. He received his B.Eng. and
M.Eng. Degrees from China, and a Ph.D. degree in Materials
Science and Engineering from Canada. Dr. Guan is a NACE
International Instructor for its Certified Coating Inspector and Certified Protective
Coating Specialist programs and a member of Editorial Advisory Board of the journal of
Anti-Corrosion Methods and Materials. Dr. Guan has authorized about 50 papers and
presentations on polymeric coating and film technology.
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tool cleaning methods. Neither of these
two methods gives a good base to start. In
addition, steel from the hot rolling mills has
no surface profile, which is most important
to the overall adhesion strength and
integrity of the coating system. Abrasive
blasting by a suitable media such as steel
grits or garnets is the most effective method
of removing the mill scale and provide a
surface profile that gives the coating system
its design requirements.
Mill scale does not equal to the common
term of rust. Mill scale is formed at elevated
temperatures and it consists of mainly the
blue-gray magnetite, Fe3O4 as discussed
above. The main catalyst for mill scale
formation is oxygen. The common tem
of rust, however, refers to the flaky scale,
usually red oxide, formed by the reaction
of iron/steel and oxygen in the presence of
water or air moisture normally at ambient
weather temperatures. The main catalyst
for the rusting process is water. Rust

consists of mainly hydrated iron (III) oxides
Fe2O3·nH2O and iron (III) oxide-hydroxide
(FeO(OH), Fe(OH)3). Many other metals
undergo equivalent corrosion exposed to
oxygen and moisture, but the resulting
oxides are not commonly called rust.
Rust converters are chemicals which contain
weak acids which can react with rust and
modify it by forming complexes with Fe2+
and Fe3+ cations of the hydrated iron
oxides. The weak acids of rust converters
cannot convert mill scale which are
relatively stable. Rust converters act as
primers and cannot stop and prevent
steel rust from returning. They result in
the formation of a modified layer which
is inert on the steel surface, and should
be top coated. If this layer is not top
coated, leaching could occur if exposed to
atmospheric humidity or water.
We have to differentiate between rust
converters and surface tolerant coatings.

Surface tolerant coatings are coatings that
are used on hand-cleaned surfaces, old
coatings, and surfaces cleaned by highpressure water-jetting. Surface tolerant
coatings can be applied over non-perfectly
cleaned rusted surfaces. They do not
contain acids, and were created on the basis
of epoxy, polyurethane, and other resins,
which can be used to treat dense rust with
thickness less than 100 microns remaining
on the steel surface. Surface tolerant
coatings work based on their penetration
through rust and inertisation of all rust
components. Brush and airless application
are the best methods for assuring the
right substrate penetration. They form a
protective thick film on rust constructions,
are used under particular conditions in the
atmosphere, water, and fuels. They might
not however be very suitable for long term
corrosion protection of the steel structures,
say for years and decades.

SAPMA and HDGASA Golf Days
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SAPMA:

HDGASA:

On the 14th of May 2019 in that we took part in our first ever
hole sponsorship, held by SAPMA, at the Zwartzkop Golf course.
SAPMA also held their AGM on the day before where we handed
over their reciprocal membership certificate and received theirs.
We had the privilege of sponsoring hole number 13 and being our
very first event we arrived early. Bright eyed and bushy tailed we
were taken out to our site on a golf cart where while driving we
experienced the chilly air. What were we thinking? But wait there’s
more – hole number 13 was far from everything. It wasn’t long and
we were all set-up and ready to go and the first golfers arrived.

CorrISA sponsored the 17th hole at this event on the 21st May

We had set up our table with anti-corrosive energy in the form of
shots which we offered to the SAPMA members and their clients.
With lots of laughter and bantering we had the opportunity to
meet the most amazing people.

Networking with golfers from different companies combined
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2019 which took place at the Waterkloof Golf Course. Having
learnt our lesson from the previous golfing event we arrived a
little later when it was a lot warmer. We were escorted to our site
and set up our table and awaited the first golfers. While waiting
we conversed with other golfers who were keen to know who we
were. We even managed to see the famous soccer player Mark
Fish golfing around.
It wasn’t too long a wait and we had our first golfers arrive.
with offering them a variety of shots, with lots of banter was so
refreshing. We look forward to take part in more of our member’s
activities in the future.

TECHNICAL: HOT DIP GALVANIZING

From the KETTLE
The role specifiers and end-users have in selecting a corrosion control coating, suggests that all aspects of a hot dip galvanized coating be
highlighted and if necessarily de-mystified. The intension of this series of surface conditions is to ensure that the customer or specifier has a
greater understanding of the coating so that it is not necessarily rejected or accepted for the wrong reasons, resulting in wasted time for all
personnel. See F25 and F27.
Legend
A Accept

R Reject

REP Repair

F25
DESCRIPTION:
Appropriate coating repair at fabricator or on site
by zinc rich paint or epoxy.
CAUSE:
When components on site have been altered
or added to and coating repairs are necessary,
SANS 121 allows for these members to be
repaired. Several zinc rich epoxy paint products
have been tested and approved by the HDGASA
in terms of SANS 121, for reasons of long term
colour matching and easily achievable, single
application dry film thickness.
However, the immediate colour of the zinc rich
epoxy is matt to dark grey to closely match that of
the inevitable zinc carbonate patina. Should an
immediate matching colour be required, use an
extremely thin layer of silver spray.

Some project coating repair procedures require that the area of repair be neatly masked off on either
side of the repaired area.

EFFECT / REMEDY:
SANS121:2011 (ISO 1461:2009) requires a
coating repair by a zinc rich paint or epoxy of a
minimum of 100µm DFT. When coating repairs
are done on very thick hot dip galvanizing
>150µm the edge of the repair must be ground
slightly before application of the repair material.
Also when applying a duplex coating system,
the DFT the repair material must be equal to the
surrounding zinc coating thickness. Individual
areas no greater than 10cm² or a total surface
area of 0.5% on a single component, may be
repaired. Should the area exceed this requirement
it must be discussed by the specific parties.
ACCEPTABLE TO SANS 121: A
ACCEPTABLE FOR DUPLEX AND
ARCHITECTURAL FINISH: A

Some project coating repair procedures require
that the area of repair be neatly masked off on
either side of the repaired area.

SANS121:2011 (ISO 1461:2009) requires a
minimum coating repair by a zinc rich paint or
epoxy of 100µm DFT.

These coating repairs were done following site
welding of specifically fabricated modular sized
components that were originally too large to dip
in the selected galvanizing bath.

Also when applying a duplex coating system,
the DFT the repair material must be equal to the
surrounding zinc coating thickness.

F27
DESCRIPTION:
Inappropriate repair material, lack of coating
thickness or excessive repair of hot dip galvanizing
at the fabricator or on site after hot dip
galvanizing.
CAUSE:
In many instances where hot dip galvanizing
is to be repaired, an inappropriately thin silver
zinc rich spray paint (on its own) is used. This
application will seriously affect the durability of
the repaired coating.
Occasionally too great an area of damage or
alteration is repaired, which is not in conformance
with SANS121.

Occasionally surface residues such as rolled in millscale, etc. can cause small uncoated areas of less
than 5mm² in the hot dip galvanized coating. In most instances repairs to these areas are not necessary.
When zinc spray paint is used, which produces a flume size far in excess of the actual repair area, an
unsightly looking coating may result.
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TECHNICAL: HOT DIP GALVANIZING

F27 continued
As the repaired coating is not as durable as the
HDG, subsequent maintenance at this area will
be required in time, dependent on coating quality,
coating thickness and severity of the environment.
EFFECT / REMEDY:
Refrain from using inappropriate zinc rich silver
spray paint (on its own) as it does not comply
with the requirements of SANS121. Should a
thicker zinc rich silver spray paint coating be
achievable, the silver colour will remain long
after the matt grey zinc carbonate patina has
formed and the consequent coating repair will be
aesthetically more obvious.
Curtail individual repair areas to less than 10cm²
and total area of less than 0.5% of components
surface area. Negotiation with the customer is
necessary should repair areas exceed this.

Prior to repair by ZTS the area is required to be
locally abrasive blasted (ideally with a pencil
blasting gun), to achieve a suitable profile, if not
the coating will fail.

Appropriate coating repair should exceed the
allowable maximum 10cm² uncoated area by
only about 5mm.

ACCEPTABLE TO SANS 121:
R – NEG
ACCEPTABLE FOR DUPLEX AND
ARCHITECTURAL FINISH:
R

Ensure that all necessary coating repairs have been done in accordance with SANS121, using
appropriate methods and recommended products.

CorrISA’s Annual Family Fishing Day
CorrISA’s 12th Annual Family Fishing Day was celebrated on the
29th June 2019 at Brookwood Trout Farm in Muldersdrift. From as
early as 6am, members, their families and clients started arriving.
Luckily, we had a very warm winter morning that Saturday which
allowed for the adults and kids to enjoy the fishing.
After a whole morning of the adults catching trout and the kids
catching crabs, at 12:00pm we met for lunch and the prize giving
for both the adults and kids.

Special thank you to the following, IPS Structural Steel Painters
for sponsoring two kids’ prizes, a prize for the biggest trout, a
prize for the most trout and over and above, they sponsored the
morning with warm beverages as well as bacon and cheese rolls.
Their enthusiasm was even extended to those outside of our
event. Further thanks to Total Contamination Control and Hempel
Paints for sponsoring the lunch, Afrigrit and Denso for sponsoring
the lucky draw prizes. To BAMR for contributing towards the lucky
draw prizes and to Transvaal Galvanizers for sponsoring the kid’s
t-shirts and to everyone else who made the day a success.
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Executive Director’s Message
Thank you for your continued efforts and support
in making the Corrosion Institute one of the fastest
growing Industry Trade Associations in South Africa and
also a leading provider in educating professionals on
corrosion in Africa.
We are currently in the process of claiming our
market space bit by bit, with the recent approval to
be recognised as an Industry Trade Association by
the Department of Trade and Industry. This is major
advancement for you as a member especially to
those who are involved in the export market. As a
representative of sectors and sub-sectors of corrosion
protection and management, the DTI will prioritise
the development and promotion of your products or
services through different funding categories. Members
are encouraged to liaise with our office to see how you
can benefit from the said scheme.
The above-mentioned approval was not the only
success story for the year, we managed to also get an
approval to be recognised as Voluntary Association (VA)
by the Engineering Council of South Africa (ECSA) and
also by the South African Council of Natural Scientific
Professions (SACNSP). These are the two most highly
recognised Professional bodies for Engineering and
Science. Members who are in both fields of study are
encouraged to enquire about registering and get their
professional statuses.
We recently went to Ghana to support the launch of the
Ghana Corrosion Institute. This is a partnership which
will be opening doors for CorrISA and its members in
west Africa. Gregory Combrink (VP1) and myself were at
the launch and we had a very fruitful discussion on how
the partnership is going to grow Corrosion awareness
in Africa.
On our CorrISA courses, we have worked with a
consultant for the past 5 months to get our courses

SAQA accredited through relevant SETAs. We managed
to submit all applications which included the extension
of scope and now we are just awaiting feedback from
the SETA’s. This is an important milestone achieved
and now we can work towards structuring training for
company members against their Skills Development
Levy. Just a reminder that CorrISA have SAQA approved
soft skills courses which member employees might
require for their personal and professional development.
Kindly contact us for more details.
CorrISA events in the last financial year have been
successful in all regions. This year we celebrated a World
Corrosion Awareness Day on the 24th April. Thank you
to all the members and speakers who took part in the
exhibition and the conference. World class challenges
and solutions to corrosion problems were discussed. On
the 25th October 2019 we will be hosting our Annual
Awards Dinner and I encourage you to fully support this
prestigious event which will be different this year in a
sense of recognising members who play different roles
in advancing the ongoing development and growth of
the institution.
We are currently in a process of reviving the Durban
region, having met with the KZN council to discuss
effectiveness and efficiency. We anticipate a successful
renewal of the region and we urge all Durban based
members to send us their ideas on reviving the region.
The AGM will be held on the 12th of September where
besides feedback the New President wll be inaugurated
and new council members elected. Kindly ensure that
your membership is active so that you can participate at
the AGM.
Corrosion Champ, Hendrick Rasebopye –
Executive Director

Petrochemical Roadshows
The first petrochemical roadshow was held on the 28th March at
the Sasolburg Recreational Centre. Due to our partnership with
Petrochemical, several of our members exhibited and received a
discount as part of their membership benefit.
On a very cold winter morning, the 18th July, CorrISA’s events coordinator Nonkanyiso Mabaso and council member Nomagugu
Mthimunye went to represent CorrISA at the Sasolburg
Petrochemical Roadshow held in Flavius Mareke FET College in the
Free State. CorrISA is an association partner of African Petrochemical
and once again it was encouraging to see members exhibiting at a
considerable discounted rate as part of their membership benefit.
Much interest was shown by roadshow attendees.
Durban and Kyalami Petrochemical Roadshows are currently being planned. Kindly contact CorrISA should you wish to exhibit.
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Comment – Chairman of the Cape Region
The Corrosion Institute Cape Region have had a number
of really interesting talks since our last report in February.

A big thanks to Terry Smith for putting it all together and
for all the speakers for their time and interesting stories.

In February Steve Holt who has been involved in the
industry for many years gave us an exceptionally
interesting talk entitled Pipeline Survey Techniques and
showed us some of the challenges that are encountered
when surveying pipes from a CP point of view.

In July we had an exceptionally interesting talk entitled
Understanding the basics & therefore the appearance
of hot dip galvanizing. This is more than meets the eye.
This was presented by Terry Smith and all who attended
found it most beneficial.

In March Rob White an ex president of the Corrosion
Institute of SA gave us a fascinating technical
presentation titled: A View on The Development Of The
Galvanizing Industry In China (A 20 Year Journey). It was
both interesting and educational.

Everyone in the Cape Region really values these
informative and educational talks and the opportunity
to network and we look forward to many more. The
Technical presentations and site visits, we feel, are the
perfect opportunity to learn, network and get exposure
to what happens at the Corrosion Institute for potential
members.

In April Janet Cotton from One Eighty Degrees gave
a presentation entitled Stainless in low pH bearing
environment. It was both interesting and enlightening
in showing us the performance of different types of
stainless steel in a low pH environment and the factors
that you need to take into consideration in making a
decision.
In May Southey organised a very topical presentation by
Rudelle van der Merwe from Safenet regarding Asbestos
in the industry and talked about recent legislation and
the direction that industry and legislation is headed with
regards asbestos. It was very interesting and sparked
many questions.
In June we had our second instalment of the Fireside chat
which was again very kindly hosted by John Houston –
thanks John. We had a lot of fun and gained some good
insight from stories regaled by stalwarts in the industry.

In August we have our AGM, in September we have our
yearly Mini Expo, which we encourage you to attend
and to spread the word and in October we are hoping
for another site visit to the docks. We round off the year
with our Annual Gala Dinner which is always a not to be
missed event.
If you are new in the industry or one of the stalwarts
there is something for everyone at our monthly get
togethers and we encourage you to join us. Feel free to
bring a friend.
Yours in Corrosion,
Graham Duk on behalf of Dan Durler, David Goldblatt,
Thinus Grobbelaar, John Houston, Daryl Livesay, Indrin
Naidoo, Hilton Olivier, Terry Smith, Gilbert Theron, Eric van
der Spuy, Flippie van Dyk and Pieter van Riet.

World Corrosion Awareness Day

On the 24th April at the prestigious Accolades Boutique Venue
CorrISA celebrated the World Corrosion Awareness Day. Exhibitors
and demonstrators, Multi Alloys; Kansai Plascon; Columbus
Stainless steel; KAEFER Thermal; Thermal Spray Association; Hot Dip
Galvanizers Association; Pipe Relining; BAMR and Sanika arrived
early to set up for the day.
In the conference hall, alongside the exhibition hall, individuals
gathered to listen to interesting topics prepared by our presenters.
The conference took place over two sessions. The topics presented
in the first session included “Impact of the corrosiveness of
atmospheres on coatings” by Darelle van Rensburg; “What is Zinc
Metal Spray” by Steve Maynard; “Cathodic Protection Vandalism
– Finding Solutions” by Vanessa Sealy-Fisher; 3Cr12 in Water
Applications by Phillip van der Merwe. The session was chaired by
the Executive Director, Mr. Hendrick Rasebopye.
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The topics presented in the second session included “The role of
coupons in Corrosion Protection Programs” by Gregory Combrink;
“Specific Conductance as an acceptance criterion for pipeline
coatings” by Neil Webb; “Ongoing developments in the data
transfer, storage and reporting of Coating Inspection Data” by
Graham Duk. The session was chaired by the Honorary Secretary of
CorrISA, Mr. Mboneni Muravha.
Thank you to each of the presenters for their interesting
presentations, the exhibitors and demonstrators for celebrating the
day with us, as well as everyone who attended and participated in
making the day a success.
Should anyone be interested in exhibiting at next year’s event,
please contact us.

INSTITUTE NEWS AND ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL EVENTS: Gauteng

Derick le Grange from ENECON presented on corrosion protection using polymer composites on the 11th of April. “ENECON provides industrial
repair and maintenance solutions for thousands of demanding clients in over 60 countries around the world”. Amongst other industries they
have worked closely in the past with prestigious organizations such as the Panama Canal, Army Corps of Engineers, United States Navy, nuclear
and fossil fuel power stations, etc. ENECON is strategically positioned to provide industry, utilities and institutions with the finest repair and
protection products and services available.

On the 14th March we had Rob White, an expert in the galvanizing industry, shared a very enlightening presentation entitled “A view on the
development of the galvanizing Industry in China (A 20 year journey)”. Thank you to everyone who attended the presentation.

Gauteng Council Meeting

OBITUARY: Mboneni Muravha
It is with great sadness that we inform you of the passing away of our
Executive Committee Honorary Secretary and the incoming 2nd Vice
President Mr Mboneni Muravha. Mboneni was actively involved in the
Executive Committee, council activities and decision making.

Planning the medium to long term strategy
of the Corrosion Institute at a recent Council Meeting.
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He was being groomed to be the future President of the Corrosion
Institute of Southern Africa in the next four years. As a Corrosion
Professional, in his business and personal capacity, the industry
and the country has lost dearly. He will be remembered for his
humbleness, soft-spoken nature, but still technically knowledgeable
and always ready to step up to challenges. He was very young and his
future in the Corrosion industry was a bright one. His contribution will
be sorely missed.

INSTITUTE NEWS AND ACTIVITIES

What is CorrISO and its objectives?
CORRISO’S SLOGAN – “Bridging the gap between academia and industry”
Corrosion Institute Student Organisation
(CorrISO) is a youth driven organization
born from Corrosion Institute of Southern
African (CorrISA). It was founded in 2014 by
two students with the help of then executive
team, namely Mr. Mandlenkosi Msiza
from Tshwane University of Technology
and Tshegofatso Makitla from University
of Johannesburg. CorrISO’s framework
has been guided by the mother body’s
(CorrISA) objectives and constitution. The
membership is open to all learner/students
and young professionals at age of 28 and
below.
The reason behind the establishment of
CorrISO was to encourage and inspire the
youth to enter the corrosion field, through
which fresh and innovative ideas can be
discussed and shared to solve the corrosion
issues faced by the society.
CorrISO aims to achieve the following
goals by involving students and young
professionals:
• Acquainting youth about corrosion
• Attract students and young professionals
to CorrISA
• Bridge the gap between academia and
industry
• Diversify the membership
• Extend visibility and reputation of CorrISA
• Cultivate future Corrosion Consultants,
Specialists and Entrepreneurs through
mentorship
All the above goals can be achieved through
school outreach programs (i.e. public
talks, exhibitions, expos and seminars)

and establishing CorrISO in all Universities
across South Africa whereby students can
participate in events such as debates, poster
day, Corrosion Awareness day, etc. Through
these platforms students and young
professionals can be educated about the
impact of corrosion on the economy, mineral
resources and human lives.
Since CorrISA was established, it has
hosted three events (i.e. co-hosting 2017
Corrosion Awareness day, the 1st and 2nd
annual CorrISO debates in 2017 and 2018
respectively. The first CorrISO debate took
place in April 2017, with two Universities
participating, namely the University of
Johannesburg (UJ) and Tshwane University
of Technology (TUT). TUT emerged
victorious after an intense debate and were
crowned 2017 champions. The second
annual debate took place in August 2018
with three universities participating, namely
Wits University, TUT and Vaal University of
Technology (VUT). The debate was more
intense, and all the participants were highly
motivated and prepared. This time around
Wits University came out on top and took
the floating trophy from the defending
champions (TUT). The debate is more than
just winning the trophy, as participants
and audiences are able to learn more
about the impact of corrosion and how it
can be combatted. Students and young
professionals also get an opportunity to
network.
CorrISO will be hosting the 3rd annual
debate on the 30th of August 2019, which
is expected to be more heated than before
as the number of participants are growing
every year. Apart from the annual debate

this year, CorrISO will be hosting poster day,
industrial visit and breakaway.
As already mentioned above membership is
open to all students and young professionals
at the age of 28 and below. You can either
apply for a student/individual membership
depending on whether you are still studying
(full-time student) or working. CorrISO/
CorrISA membership offers benefits such
as the platform to interact, exchange of
information, improved professionalism,
motivation and ignition of passion, job
opportunities and mentorship.
As we are in the age of 4th industrial
revolution it is vital for such a program to
reach all youth from different backgrounds,
in order for them to develop unique and
effective methods to control corrosion by
utilizing latest technologies.
Finally, I would like to thank the following
individuals who are part of the CorrISO
committee for the effort, persistence
and time they dedicate to ensure that it
continues to grow:
• Dayanda Masia – Mintek
• Dibuseng Kganane – Wits University
• Ambrose Diale – University Of
Johannesburg
• Moholi Matheko – Vaal University of
Technology
• Dineo Makena – University of
Johannesburg
Wishing everyone a wonderful and productive
second half of the year, which is of course
the beginning of another financial year for
CorrISA/CorrISO.

CorrISO Committee Members (from left to right): Mboneni Muravha, Honorary Secretary – Corrosion Institute of Southern Africa; Dayanda Masia –
Mintek (Chairperson of CorrISO); Ambrose Diale – University of Johannesburg (Secretary); Dibuseng Kganane – Wits University Representative; Moholi
Matheko – Vaal University of Technology Representative and Dineo Makena – University of Johannesburg Representative.
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Africa Energy Indaba
On the 19th and 20th February CorrISA exhibited at the 11th
Africa Energy Indaba expo held at the Sandton Convention
Centre which had a theme of focusing on the development of
the African energy sector.
The show was filled with a diverse industry of people and
companies with an invested interest in the energy sector.
Many of those that visited our stand acknowledged that they
would in future consider involvement with CorrISA.

Cape Region Fireside Chat
Some extracts from our recent Fireside Chat.

Bryan Baumeister
I arrived in Rosh Pinah, Namibia to assist with running an ageing
plural pump Hydrocat. This was found In a state of disrepair, Rosh
Pinah is a mining town ill equipped to supply the spares required.
Spraying eventually commenced but deteriorated quickly as the A
and B product was mixing before the static mixer, the high pressure
ball valves were found cut, we then repaired and got it up and
running again.
A few mishaps during the 4 large spray operations including the mine
operators trying to refill the tank that we were re-coating with 30 000
litres of acid.
“Unqualified people crying wolf” to flush the system whilst the
spraying was continuing smoothly.
The spraying of a protective cuff at the top of the tank was in progress
and despite warning signs outside the tank, the managers cars were
parked, needless to say the cars looked like spotted dicks at the end
of the day.

Pumps, Valves & Pipes Expo
We were fortunate to have an association partnership with
Pump, Valves & Pipes Expo which was shared with the African
Construction and Totally Concrete Expo 2019 at Gallagher
Convention Centre from the 11th to 13th June. One of
CorrISA’s past presidents, Mrs. Vanessa Sealy Fisher, presented
a workshop on “Corrosion in the Pipeline” that was received
with interest.
Many of the visitors also showed interest in the CorrISA stand.
Thank You to everyone who visited as well as DMG Events for
inviting us to take part.

On pack up day under immense pressure for time, the hydrocat was
flushed with solvent and all contents of the hydrocat were pumped
into one 210 litre drum, which 5 minutes later looked like a super
heated ice cream, I thought it was about to explode leaving my
mortal coil behind.

Errol Nicolay
In 1978 we were awarded the contract to reline a number of large
floating roof oil storage tanks for SFF on either side of the Durban/
Sasol Crude Oil Pipeline.
As it was a strategic project at the time we were not allowed to
advertise the fact. One problem that arose was that there was a
concern that the floating roof centre decks were badly corroded and
would not take the weight of the sand blasting material if the tanks
were emptied and the roof was on its support legs. It was decided
that we would Epoxy/Fibreglass line the centre decks of the roofs
while the tanks were full.
20 years later I had a phone call from Michael Brett as they had
emptied one of the tanks for inspection and found a large number
of “stalactites” hanging from the underside of the roof. He wanted to
know if we had any explanation as to the cause. I then remembered
that as we were sandblasting we would blast holes through the steel
and crude oil would leak through. We purchased all the wooden dowel
rods that we could find from the local hardware shops, sharpened the
ends and hammered them into the holes as they appeared. We left
them in place and applied the fibreglass lining over them.
It is now 40 years later and the internal tank linings and floating roof
centre deck linings are still working.
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The esteemed speakers at the Fireside Chat and others enjoying a most interesting evening.
Boerewors rolls were served by our host John Houston of Emplast.

Charles Dominion
I am sure the whole industry by now is tired of my hobby horse of fine
blasting abrasives so I chose to talk about something else.
Most of the country is up in arms about theft and corruption because
it has happened on a grand scale. It happened because there was
an opportunity to self-enrich without proper checks and balances to
curtail the theft and of course straight dishonesty. I wanted to point
out that our industry is not immune to corruption and gave some
examples, in my personal experience, of events where members of
our own industry have partaken in practices such as falsifying quality
records, accepting or offering bribes, all powered by self-enrichment
to the detriment of the client. BBBEE has played a leading role in
more recent years, offering even greater opportunity to siphon

off unnecessary costs (legal bribes) to asset owners. Corruption
undermines the integrity of an industry, leading to the question of
what measures should or could we be taking to ensure that contracts
undertaken under the umbrella of the corrosion institute are awarded
on merit, pragmatism and honesty.

David Livesey Goldblatt
One of the problems we experienced was from a gentleman who
wanted to varnish the brickwork in his lounge. I recommended a
product, never heard anything further until he phoned – very upset.
He was going to sue Plascon because his internal bricks looked like a
snowstorm. I might add that he wanted to go to court.
Three of us went out to his house to investigate; we found out the
following:
His external bricks were completely porous – allowing the rain etc. to
penetrate causing, efflorescence, the salts etc. in the bricks to react
with the varnish and saponify the varnish (turned white) as well as
resulting in coating adhesion. We mentioned to the home owner
that he should have requested a survey first and we could have
recommended a silicone sealer. We then gave him instructions on
how to rectify the problem. We never heard from him again.
The other problem was a contractor who bought Micatex to paint a
complex. We did not know anything until the owners phoned us to
say that all the paint had washed off and was lying on the ground. On
analysis the contractor had mixed 50% of the paint with sand to make
it spread further; ultimately there was no adhesion and the lot just
washed off. I believe he was sued, but I never heard anything further.
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TECHNICAL EVENTS: Cape Region

The basics and appearance of hot dip galvanizing “More than meets the Eye” – Terry Smith.

Janet Cotton of One Eighty Degrees spoke about stainless steel in low pH bearing environments.

Rob White shared a very enlightening presentation entitled “A view on the development of the galvanizing Industry in China (A 20 year journey)”.

Rudelle van der Merwe of Safnet, arranged by Southey, spoke on the
recent legistration in the removal and handling of asbestos components.
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Pipeline CP survey from Cape Town to Saldanha – Steve Holt.
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stg
INTERVIEW WITH DEON VAN WIERINGEN
INTEREST IN CORRISA CAPE REGION TECHNICAL EVENINGS
Deon, what is your background?

You obviously receive email invitations from

very often, however is a good base to

Civil engineering, originally road design, but
then changed to bridge design and road
related structures e.g. retaining walls and
sign gantries. Then joined a company who
did design of buildings. Now I work for a
company that designs all of the above, civil
and building structures, but predominantly
buildings.

CorrISA regarding their technical evenings,

socialize over.

Give us a background summary of the
different engineering divisions within Gibb
Cape Town or in SA?
Gibb is a multi-disciplinary engineering
and architectural company offering various
services from civil infrastructure, building
services, structural engineering, electrical
mechanical engineering, rail and road
transportation, dams and hydropower.
Our market sectors are power and energy,
transportation, environmental, water, mining
and property.

what makes you tend to want to attend
them?

In your opinion do you think other

The evening discussions have interesting

engineering disciplines within Gibb would

subjects which may not always be directly
related to my field of expertise but

benefit from attending the evenings and do
you have any suggestions in approaching

background information is always good to

these people?

have.

Our civil infrastructure discipline can be
invited as there is relevance and benefit for
them.

If you do why don’t you encourage others
within your department to attend?
I have on the occasion encouraged others to
join if the subject is of particular relevance to
our line of work.

Would it be of value for convenience sake
to provide interesting corrosion control
presentations to the staff at the Gibb offices?
Yes, depending on the subject it would

One of the values encouraged by CorrISA

be and has been in the past. Bearing in

members is the networking after the evening

mind that some specifications don’t come

presentation, do you feel there is merit in this

from the engineer’s requirements but from

and why?

the architect’s, so architects should be
approached as well.

There is merit for business networking,
though probably doesn’t transpire to work

Would you say the same applies to other
Consulting Engineering practices?
Yes.
During the time that you have attended the
technical evenings, are there any specific
incidences where what you gained from the
presentation or subsequent networking at
one or other technical evenings, you were
able to successfully implement increasing the
value provided to your client on the project
you were working on?
Well maybe not at the time, but it is
definitely relevant on projects we deal with,
for example hot dip galvanizing, duplex
coatings and the preparation thereof.
Any other comments of how to encourage
other engineering disciplines to attend?
Will pass on email invitations to relevant
disiplines.
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING

CIP1 TRAINING COURSE: March 2019

CORRISA COURSE SCHEDULE 2019
Introduction to Corrosion Engineering Course
2nd – 6th September 2019
The CORē, Midrand
7th – 11th October 2019
Cape Town Venue TBA

CORRENG TRAINING COURSE: April 2019

Not Just Rust
28th August 2019
30th October 2019

The CORē, Midrand
The CORē, Midrand

CITWI – Corrosion in the Water Industry
18th – 21st November 2019
The CORē, Midrand
NACE CIP 1 – Coating Inspector Program Level 1
26th – 31st August 2019
Cape Town, Kelvin Grove
Club
16th – 21st September 2019
The CORē, Midrand
4th – 9th November 2019
The CORē, Midrand
NACE CIP 2 – Coating Inspector Program Level 2
2nd – 6th December 2019
The CORē, Midrand
NACE CIP 3 – PEER Review
On Request – minimum 15 students

Garden Court, Sandton

NACE CP 1 – Cathodic Protection Tester
7th – 11th October 2019
The CORē, Midrand

CIP1 TRAINING COURSE: May 2019

NACE CP 2 – Cathodic Protection Technician
25th – 30th November 2019
The CORē, Midrand
NACE Corrosion Control in the Refining Industry
21st – 25th October 2019
The CORē, Midrand
NACE Marine Coating Technology
2nd – 5th December 2019

Cape Town, Venue TBA

NACE Corrosion & Protection of Concrete Structures and
Buildings
14th – 15th October 2019
The CORē, Midrand
REGISTRATION LINK:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/
1e9ZGDsMO1Sd8aXuCvys2bstXr5SrpVBxuqEQPK9lfUM
/viewform?c=0&w=1

GAUTENG AGM

DATE: 12 September 2019 TIME: 17h30 to 21h30
CLOSING DATE FOR VOTING IS THE 15th AUGUST 2019
VOTING RULES:
Only paid up individuals and Fellows may vote along with our Honorary and Retired members.
Only the main representative of a paid up company may vote.

Nomination forms to be emailed to admin@corrisa.org.za

Download the nomination form, AGM reports etc. from www.corrosioninstitute.org.za/category/news/
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THE RUST SPOT

The RUST Spot...
in conversation with Errol Nicolay
obtaining the agency for Archco Rigidon
Glass Flake Linings and Jotun Industrial
Paints along with our own products.
Over the years I presented various papers
including a paper sponsored by Shell
Chemicals at the European Corrosion
My first job was in the laboratories at AECI
Umbogintwini while I did a Chemical
Technology Diploma at Natal Technicon.
I then took a position managing a resin
plant manufacturing Casamid Epoxy
Curing Agents. This started my interest in
Epoxy based paints and I started Chemseal
Products (Pty) Ltd. in 1976 specializing in
water-based and solvent free epoxy paints
using Casamid Curing Agents.
I met Michael Brett during a business trip
to Johannesburg in 1977 who insisted I
join the Corrosion Institute and attend
the institute dinner at the Wanderers Club
that night. I hired a dress suit and that was
the beginning of my association with the
institute.

Conference in Brussels (History of fibreglass
reinforced epoxy linings in large floating roof
oil storage tanks in South Africa) and a joint
paper with Denso at the NACE conference
in San Diego (Above ground surface tolerant
coatings – long term case histories).
If I have to single out one particular
success using the Corrosion Institute it
would be the launching of Jotun Paints
In all the major centres in South Africa in
1994 using their excellent literature and
showing the “Rustbusters” video played with
“Ghostbusters” backing music. The support
of Corrosion Institute members and their
customers made this possible.
I am no longer actively involved with the

We were based in Durban so I attended the
Natal Branch which met at the Westville
Hotel and was very active at the time.
Chemseal was sold to Murray & Roberts in
1982. I signed a 10 year restraint and went
sugar cane farming for 14 years. In 1987
the Cane Growers Association sent me to
the International Bio-mass fuel conference
in Sao Paulo, Brazil to study ethanol
production. A pilot plant was established
on my farm and records kept for 2 years
running a Ford 5000 tractor and a Ford
Courier LDV. It proved practically that it was
not viable in South Africa.

Institute except for occasional meetings

We also established a fresh water prawn
farm experiment which also proved that it
was not viable.

• Correct Preparation etc.

such as the “Fireside Chat”.
It´s disappointing that the membership
seems to be getting less. There is a great
opportunity to use the Institute to present
more hands-on training courses for the
person actually doing the application such

I have been married to Sally for 48 years and
my two sons Jeremy and Dale are actively
involved in the corrosion and coatings
industry at Dekster Coatings (Pty) Ltd. a
subsidiary of Dekro Paints.
My hobbies are 4 x 4 trips into Africa, fishing
and boating. Entertaining friends and family
at our resort on the Berg River and overseas
travel to exotic places.
I am passionate about plastic pollution
and atmospheric pollution caused by
the coatings industry especially from
VOC´S where the coating of one large oil
storage tank with a 50% solids Epoxy or
Polyurethane paint can lead to more than
1 000 litres of solvent evaporating into
the atmosphere. That is why I have always
advocated solvent free and water based
systems.

THE INSTITUTE WOULD LIKE
TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE
ADVERTISERS AND THANK THEM FOR
THEIR SUPPORT
BAMR .................................................................. 11
Corrocoat........................................................... 9

as:

Denso.................................................................. 3

• Correct Application Techniques

Isinyithi Cathodic Protection ...................... 7

(Spraying, brushing and rolling) The paint
manufactures should be more involved as
it is a marketing tool as well as ensuring
quality control at the surface.
• Health and Safety.
This will help with BEE ratings although I do

In 1994 after a year in Madagascar I started

not agree with BEE in its current form as it

Chemtech Industrial Linings (Pty) Ltd.

has been hijacked by middle men.
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At age 73 I am fortunate to still be involved
as a consultant for various companies,
mainly Denso SA and Dekro Paints.
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Kansai Plascon
(Pty) Ltd ................................. Inside Back Cover
ProGalv ............................................................... 19
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Weartech ............................................................ 15

CRUSHED GLASS
WhizDom®

Key features and applications:
• No iron or free silica
• Stainless steel blasting
• Replaces glass bead and soda blasting
• Graffiti removal and building restoration
• General blasting

RECYCLED STEEL
ABRASIVES

Key features and applications:
• Outstanding value
• Replaces slag abrasives
• Recyclable – ideal for tank internals
and blasting booths

ECOBLAST® 30/60 GRIT

Key features and applications:
• Expendable abrasive – replaces garnet
• Approvals from major oil and
paint companies
• Ultra-competitive performance

STAINLESS
SHOT AND GRIT

NEW STEEL
SHOT/GRIT

Key features and applications:
• World class product
• Structural steel
• Castings
• Blasting booths

Key features and applications
• Replaces glass beads and
aluminium oxide
• Finishing non-ferrous castings
• Stainless steel fabrication

